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The text should not be used as "quoted" by the speaker 
1. Background 

The Communit7'a textile imports have been growing continuousl7 for many 
' 

7ears nov. Since the ·fi~ MFA came into force, opening up our markets, 
;-' . 

•: 
the rate of growth has inc_reased. The volume of our imports rose by' some 

80 ~ between 1973 and 1976. 

With consumption sluggish, an increase of this magnitude was bound to 

lead to stagnation in our own textile industr,r, with all the social 
! 

and regional upsets~ inevitable at a time of recession. Nearly half a 

million jobs were lost between 1972 and the end of 1976, and a number 

of Commu.nit7 re_gions where the textile industr,y is concentrated were 

particularly hard hit. 

Until the early 1970s, the rapid expansion in other sectors of the 

econo~ cuShioned the social impact. of this decline. This is no longer 

happening. 

In addition, the profitability of textile firms has dropped steeply, 

particularly as a result of pressures from low priced textile imports, 

an~ any investment in modernization has hence become extremely risky, 

even in branches of the textile industr,y where Community firms could 

keep or regain their competitive edge under normal conditions of 

competition. 
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It should a}\so b4 pointed out that the pressure of imports on the CoiDDIUlrity 

was exacerbated b,y the success of other industrialized countries, particu-

larly the United States· and Japan, in containing the growth of their own 

textile imports. This meant that over the period 1973-1976 three quarters 

of the increase in the industrialized world •a textile imp0rta was absorbed 

by the Community. The latter despite ita mu.ch lower level of consumption, 
' 

imports near~ three ·t~a as mu.ch as the United States, tor instance • 
• 

In 1976, the volume of Community imports shot up by 22.6 ~ from 1975 

levels. It was against this background that the Community was called ~n 

to decide whether the MFA should be renewed. Admitted~, the 1977 

figures now available show some improvement over 1976 1 in 1976, textile 

imports stood at ~. 876 000 tonnes, dropping to 1 8o2 000 tonnes in 1977. 

It should, however, be borne in mind that the Community took a number 

of restrictive, measures in July and August 1977. Moreover, the 

improvement in the figures did not prevent the loss o£ another 

60 000 jobs in the EEC's textile and clothing industr,y in 1977. Again, 

the supplying countries should not complain too loudly about the influence 

of the 1976 figures on the Community's textile trade policy, since it was 

these figures, which are relatively favourable from the suppliers' point 

of view, which were taken as the basis for quantitative limits under the 

Community's bilateral agreements. 
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The situation ou1;lined above meant that the Communit;r could not simpl;r renew 

the MFA as it stood and run the riak of total disruption of its markets and 

textile industr,y. 

It vas not easy to choose the best policy for the trade in textiles : 

should the concepts of cumulative market disruption and global external 

quotas be included in the MFA, or was it preferable to abandon the MFA 

-
and resort to unilateral meaanu-ea of restraint ? 

Aware that opting for the second of these two approaches would be likel;r 

to trigger off a wave of international protectionism, the Community decided 

in the end to uphold the MFA. The Commission also felt that the disastrous 

experience of recent years was due less to the MFA itself', than to the "83 

in which the Community had applied it - a view confirmed b.7 the experience 

of' the United States. 

We therefore appealed to the good sense of the supplying countries anq· 

ourmajor industrialized partners, which responded by accepting a certain 

degree of flexibility in the application of some of the provisions of the 

MFA, including the possibility of joint~ agreed reasonable departures 

on specific points in speoif'io cases • 

.. --·------~~·-------
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The Community, anxious to avoid a repetition of certain past problema, ha4:'ii\ 

made it clear tha~ it would only renew the ~A if it ID$llaged to conclude 

satisfactory bilateral agreements with all the major low-cost supplying 

countries. Suitable arrangements had to be made with various Mediterr~ 

countries that enjoy preferential links with the Community. All this seemed 

a gigantic, well-nigh impossible task J but it was successtull.y completed. 

The bilateral textile ag~ements negotiated b,y the Co~it7, along with the 
... 
' 

related arrangements and other provisions adopted at the same time, establish, 

for each category of textile import from low-cost countries z 

1) actual quantitative limits for every category of sensitive product from 

all countries which are large suppliers of the category in question 

{the limits aret based on 1976 performances plus modest growth rates ; 

for eight categories of highly sensitive pTOducta these limits are 

linked to internal global ceilings) ; or 

2) a potential restraint mechanism for 

(a) the same sensitive products, where these come from countries which are 

relatively minor suppliers of the category concerned ; 

(b) products not hitherto classified aa sensitive, but which could 

become so. 

This''basket extractor" mechanism is a regulator.r device which makes 1'\ 

possible to prevent the undesirable effects of build-up of im.porta. 

___ :....__--..........,....------------------····------~--~---------..~ 
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If these measures are to be effective, it will be necessar,y to monitor 

compliance with the agreements and arrangementa, and establish careful 

surveillance of trade developmenta. 

It is worth emphasizing at this point that ou4a, bilateral agreements reflect 

the Community's constant concern to favour the poorest countries and make 

some roo~rt for new market entrants. These countries, particularly' where 

the,y are only small auppliefs, have explicitly' or implicitly' been given 

higher growth rates, and the basket system is flexible enous;h to allow 

considerable growth, within certain limite. 

3. Problems of adaptation 
! 

The commercial policy just outlined is designed ·to allow orderly free trade, 

channelled within limits that can be borne by the Community. It also 

provides a measure of stability for the Community textile industr,y and gives 

security of access to our markets for a period of five years, to those 

supplying countries which have concluded an agreement with the Community. 

This five-year period ot aeourity and atability must be uaed by our firms, 

and by the industr,y in the developing oountriea, to adapt to the new world 

market conditions • 

..ltK\.\4 •?ope that the low-cost aupply'ing countries will be encouraged to aim for 

more diversified economic and industrial development. 
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The Community textile industry, for ita part, will need to work hard at 

" 
improving produc~ivity. It must be able to· stand up to the competition 

from other industrialized countries. In order to atq profitable, parti-

cularl.y in the face of competition from the low-coat supplying countries,.~ 

the Community industry will have to make a major effort to specialize •and 

innovate, aa regards both manufacturing techniques end product lines. 

crd. ·~ / . 
Here 'nz · ·stress end stress again that, contrary to the unfol'-

• 
tunatl.y widespread view,. certain branches of the textile industry call 

tod~ for highly advanced technology and considerable capital investment 

assets, in therms of comparative advantages, which the countries of 

Ellrope must be able to exploit to the run. 

Naturally, aa the._ Commission emphasized in ita 1978 action programme, market 

forces - and hence firms - plq, and must continue to plq, a vital role in 

the redistribution of resources that ia needed for industrial redeployment. 

M~ in~~, , .. •••••••••' aa a re•ult of.our commercial policy, 

determined to "get cracking''. 

If these efforts are to be fully effective, they will in certain cases need 

to be coordinated and stimulated at Community level. In its communication 
' 

to the Council regarding the textile negotiations, the Commission therefore 

noted that : 

-------·-· ·------· ···----··-· -----------
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"This external policy would be called into question if the Community's te:rtile 
I • 

industries proved unable to adapt to the new situation to be shped by, 

among other things, the future bilateral agreements, and to make best use 

of the security resUlting from trucb agreements, especially by intensifying 

and accelerating their efforts at restructuring their industry. 

In this context an industrial policy must be worked out at Community level ••• 

Such a policy must include coordination of the measures taken by the 
I 

.;: 
individual Member States, intensified use of the Community's financial 

instruments, particularly in ·respect of employment and regional aspects, 

scientific and technological research projects, and improving Community 

methods of economic anal3'ais". 

4. Economic outlook and international specialization 

This process of adaptation will undoubtedly meet with problems, particularly 

in the social field. Despite a certain short-term improvementa, and the 

willingness to take measures to pull out of the recession, the mediumterm 

outlook does not seem to me to be particularly bright. It is not necessar,y 

to be a supporter of ~ one econ~mic theor,r, or to believe in the 

inevitability of certain movements in the eccnctey', to see that we are being 

faced from d~ to d~ with problems characteristic of a downturn in what 

is known in economic parlance as the Kondratieff cycle~') Bardl,y any 

industries are expanding fast ; a large number, however, are growing slowly\ 

i~ at a+l , or even shrinking and overcapacity is rife, even if it is 

sometimes hard to quantify the extent. 

c1r a long \asting ~ownward more of prices 
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On top of all this, the textile industey is faced with the additional 
. 

problem that conlrumption is by and large growing more sl01Wl7 than incomes. 

In this situation, ••• it is worth drawing the attention of the 

developing countries to the risk& of excessively' unilateral industri-

alization. 

It seems sometimes as though, after a decade in which Prebisch's import 
~.: 

substitution theor,r domi.J?.ated development policies, we have entered an 

-
era in which everything is geared to the export drive. In some cases this 

has produced what one can on~ call enolaves of industrialization, 

complete~ alien to the host countr,y. 

! 

Obvious~, the de~eloping countries do have certain comparative 

advantages, particularly in relation to production of certain textiles, 

and they must _be free to develop these( 

availability of raw materials and .._low wage cost,. As --already 

pointed out, however, there are branches of textile manufacture which 

have now become high~ capital-dependent and require extremely advanced 

technology. Moreov~r, the raw mat~rial factor must not be over-simplified : 

sometimes transport costs are lower for the raw materials than for the 

finished product, which favours production near the market, and where 

natural fibres are concerned, there is a risk of concentrating on these 

to the detriment of food crops. 
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However all this· mey be, even if world trade were free, it does seem 
..fo:!:zti•L't 

as though the semi-industrialized countries - and .......- •! 

._. there are several among the developing countries - are adding to 

the problems of adaptation 1 mention~ort subsidies and 

customs duties which are sometimes as high as 150 %. 
' 

It would be a good thirlg if we could find a better w~ of keeping taka 

on current developments, as· the MFA allows us to do for the level of 

trade. It could for example be useful for the developing countries 

and the financial institutions helping them to be aware of recent or 

current investments. 

This would be a step in the direction of a new international economic 

order geared to orderly, differentiated growth in our trade with the 

third world, for international specialization must become increasingly 

broadly based. 




